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1. INTRODUCTION
In this section we fix some notation and give an indication of our results.
Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field K
 .of characteristic p. Denote its Lie algebra by Lie G . Fix a maximal torus
T of G. Associated with G and T is an irreducible root system F, which
we can think of as spanning a Euclidean space E. Fix a base P s
 4 a , a , . . . , a for F. Define the usual partial order $ on F or more1 2 n
.generally on the weight lattice L as follows: if a , b g F, then a $ b if
and only if b y a s  k a with k a nonnegative integer for 1 F i F n.i i i
n ÄLet a s  m a be the largest root with respect to $ . Let P s P j0 is1 i i
Ä Ä Ä Ä 4ya . Let J be a subset of P, and let J s J l P. For I : P, define F ,0 I
w x w xthe sub root system of F generated by I, by F s F l Z I , where Z I isI
Ä   . :the Z-submodule of E generated by I. Let L s T , X a N a g F , andÄJ
  . :  .   . 4let L s T , X a N a g F , where X a s x t N t g K is the rootJ a
Äsubgroup corresponding to a . Then L and L are closed connected
reductive subgroups of G, L is the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup,
Ä Äand L s L if and only if F s F . We call L a generalized Levi factor ofÄJ J
w xG. Suppose, in the terminology of 1 , that G is not special. Then, as a
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Äw xK L -module,
ÄLie G s Lie L [ V , .  .
Äw xwhere V is a completely reducible K L -module. The irreducible compo-
w xnents of V, again in the terminology of 1 , are parameterized by certain
Ä . w xshapes associated with J. So Lie G is completely reducible as a K L -
Ä .module if and only if Lie L is. The results will be stated more precisely in
Theorems 1 and 2.
2. ROOT SYSTEMS AND SHAPES
From the previous section we have an irreducible root system F, a base
 4P s a , a , . . . , a for F, and a fixed subset J of P. We use freely1 2 n
w xresults on root systems described, for example, in 5 .
w xWe recall some results from 2 .
PROPOSITION 1. Let a s n a a and b s n b a be two roots inis1 i i is1 i i
Fq.
 . n  .a If there exists j with a b / 0, then  min a , b a is a root inj j is1 i i i
Fq.
 .b If there exist j and k with a and a adjacent in the Dynkinj k
n  . qdiagram and a b / 0, then  max a , b a is a root in F .j k is1 i i i
w xThe result on the ``maximum'' of two roots is actually only stated in 2 ,
but it is provable along the lines of the proof for the ``minimum'' result.
Fix a root b g F y F and writeJ
b s c a q d a . i i j j
a gJ a gPyJi j
w x  .Following 1 , define the shape of b , shape b , by
shape b s d a . .  j j
a gPyJj
 .   . 4  .Define Sh J s shape b N b g F y F . Note that if g g Sh J , thenJ
either all roots of shape g lie in Fqy F or all roots of shape g lie inJ
y  .F y F . Denote shape a by g .J 0 0
 .PROPOSITION 2. If g g Sh J , then, with respect to $ , there are unique
minimal and maximal roots of shape g .
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Proof. The existence of a unique minimal root of shape g is proved in
w x1 but we take this opportunity to offer a proof solely in the context of the
root system. Suppose first that all roots of shape g lie in Fqy F . Let aJ
and b be two roots of shape g . Write
a s a a q g and b s b a q g . i i i i
a gJ a gJi i
Then, by Proposition 1, we have
min a , b a q g . i i i
a gJi
is a root, necessarily of shape g . It follows that there is a unique minimal
root of shape g .
Also, by Proposition 1,
max a , b a q g . i i i
a gJi
is a root of shape g . And again it follows that there is a unique maximal
root of shape g .
If all roots of shape g lie in Fyy F , then the unique minimal andJ
maximal roots of shape g are yd and ye , respectively, where d is the
unique maximal root of shape yg and e is the unique minimal root of
shape yg .
LEMMA 1. Suppose
a s a a q g and b s b a q g i i i i
a gJ a gJi i
are two roots of shape g with a $ b. Then there is a sequence d , d , . . . , d1 2 k
 .of k s  b y a roots from J such thati i
a - a q d - a q d q d - ??? - a q d q ??? qd s b1 1 2 1 k
and each a q d q ??? qd for 1 F i F k is a root.1 i
Proof. When a and b both lie in Fqy F , this follows from Lemma 5J
w x yof 2 . When a and b both lie in F y F , apply the result of the previousJ
sentence to yb $ ya in Fqy F to getJ
yb - yb q d - yb q d q d - ??? - yb q d q ??? qd s ya .1 1 2 1 k
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This gives
a s b y d y ??? yd - b y d y ??? yd - ??? - b y d - b .1 k 1 ky1 1
LEMMA 2. Suppose a g Fq is the greatest root of shape g / g and b is0
a root of shape g such that b y a is a root. Then a y a is a root.0 0
n n  .Proof. Write a s  a a and b s  b a . Now a , a G 0 foris1 i i is1 i i i 0
 :all a g P. But the a -string through b is just b y a , b. Thus b , ai 0 0 0
 .  .s 2 b , a r a , a s 1. This implies that there exists a g P with0 0 0 i
 .  .a , a ) 0 and b ) 0. But a G b for 1 F i F n. Thus a , a ) 0, and,i 0 i i i 0
since a / a , this gives a y a g F.0 0
Ä ÄNow we deal with the case F / F . In this case ya g J, J / P, and JÄJ J 0
is linearly independent. We determine which roots lie in F . Note it canÄJ
happen that F s F even when J / P. For example, it can happen whenÄJ
 4J s P y a and a occurs in a with coefficient 1.0
LEMMA 3. If F / F , thenÄJ J
Ä .a F is a root system with base J;ÄJ
 .   . 4b F s F j b N b g F y F , shape b s "g .ÄJ J J 0
Äw xProof. First, F s F l Z J is a root system in the subspace of EÄJ
Ä Ä .spanned by J because w F : F for all a g F . Since J is linearlyÄ Ä Äa J J J
independent we must show that if b g F then b can be written as aÄJ
Älinear integral combination of the elements of J with coefficients which
are either all nonnegative or all nonpositive. Since b g F there existÄJ
integers a , a g J, and an integer a such thata 0
b s a a q a ya s a y a m a y a m a . .  .  a 0 0 a 0 a 0 a
agJ agJ agPyJ
Assume b g Fq. If a s 0, then, since P is a base for F, we get that a is0 a
a nonnegative integer for all a g J.
We may suppose that a / 0. Again, since P is a base0
b s c a q d a , a a
agJ agPyJ
where the c and d are nonnegative integers. Comparison of the twoa b
expressions for b gives d s ya m for all a g P y J. Since P y J isa 0 a
nonempty this gives a s y1, d s m for all a g P y J, and a s c y0 a a a a
Äm F 0 for all a g J. This proves that J is a base for F .Äa J
It follows from Lemma 1 that
Äw xF j b N b g F y F , shape b s "g : F l Z J s F . 4 . ÄJ J 0 J
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ÄSuppose now that b g F . Because J is a base for F there existÄ ÄJ J
nonnegative integers n , a g J, and n such thata 0
b s " n a q n ya . . a 0 0 /
agJ
w x  .If n s 0, then b g F l Z J s F ; if n / 0, then shape b s0 J 0
.n g forcing n s 1. In both cases then b g F j b N b g F y F ,0 0 0 J J
 . 4 shape b s "g . We have shown F : F j b N b g F y F ,Ä0 J J J
 . 4shape b s "g , and this together with the reverse containment gives0
equality.
 .  4Define an equivalence relation on Sh J y "g as follows: g ; g if0 1 2
and only if exactly one of the following possibilities occurs
 .a g s g ;1 2
 .  4  4b g , g s g , g y g and the sum of ya and some root of1 2 0 0
 qshape g is a root. In this case roots of shape g lie in F while roots of
shape g y g lie in Fy. By Lemma 2, b y a is a root where b is the0 0
.unique maximal root of shape g .
 .  4Hence this equivalence relation partitions Sh J y "g into equivalence0
classes of one or two elements.
 .  4Denoting the equivalence class of a shape g g Sh J y "g under the0
Äw xrelation ; by g , we define, for J / J,
Ä w x  4Sh J s g N g g Sh J y "g . 4 . . 0
3. MAIN RESULTS AND PROOFS
w x   .  ..Following 1 , we define G to be special if and only if type G , char K
 .  .  .  .  .is one of B , 2 , C , 2 , F , 2 , G , 2 , or G , 3 . When G is special then n 4 2 2
images in K of certain integral structure constants of the associated simple
Lie algebra over C are 0.
w xAs a vector space over K, indeed as a K T -module,
Lie G s Lie T [ g , .  . [ a
agF
where g is the one-dimensional root space corresponding to a .a
LEMMA 4. Assume G is not special. Suppose a , b , and a q b are roots
and ¨ g g is nonzero. Then there exist ¨ectors ¨ g g , i s 1, 2, . . . , withb i bqia
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¨ / 0 so that1
x t ¨ s ¨ q t i¨ for all t g K . . a i
i
 .Proof. We use the description of Lie G given in the paper by Borel in
w xPart A of 4 . There, G is constructed from a faithful representation p of a
simple Lie algebra g over C. Starting with a Chevalley basis of g , we get
an admissible Z-form g of g , wherep
Ãg s G q Z ? x ,p p a
agF
ÃG is the dual of the weight lattice of p , and the x 's are members of thep a
 .  .Chevalley basis. Then Lie G s g m K. Now ¨ s s x m 1 for somep Z b
nonzero s g K. If we define
iad x .a¨ s m 1 ¨ ,i  /i!
then
iad x .aix t ¨ s t m 1 ¨ . a  /i!iG0
s ¨ q t i¨ for all t g K . i
iG1
It only remains to show that ¨ / 0. Now1
¨ s ad x m 1 s x m 1 . .  . .1 a b
w xs s x , x m 1 .a b
s s " m q 1 x m 1 . . .aqb
s "sm q 1 x m 1 , .aqb
where m is the largest integer such that a y mb is a root, and m q 1 is
the natural image of the integer m q 1 in K. Because G is not special it
follows that m q 1, and hence ¨ / 0.1
We now see the key consequence of G not being special.
COROLLARY 1. Assume G is not special. If a , b , and a q b g F, then
w  .xK X a g = g .b aqb
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Proof. We retain the notation of Lemma 4. Suppose q is the largest
integer such that b q qa is a root. Let t , t , . . . , t be q q 1 distinct1 2 qq1
elements in K. Applying the previous lemma, we get a system of q q 1
equations:
x t ¨ s ¨ q t ¨ q t 2 ¨ q ??? qt q¨ .a 1 1 1 1 2 1 q
x t ¨ s ¨ q t ¨ q t 2 ¨ q ??? qt q¨ .a 2 2 1 2 2 2 q
...
x t ¨ s ¨ q t ¨ q t 2 ¨ q ??? qt q ¨ . .a qq1 qq1 1 qq1 2 qq1 q
w  .xBy the usual Vandermonde argument, ¨ g K X a g , and hence our1 b
result follows.
 .For g g Sh J , define
V s g .[g b
 .shape b sg
ÄWe first deal with the case of L s L.
THEOREM 1. Assume that G is not special.
 .  . w xa For each g g Sh J , V is an irreducible K L -module with highestg
weight the unique maximal root of shape g .
 .  .  . w xb Lie G s Lie L [ [ V as a K L -module.gg g Sh J .
Proof. We should point out that the statement of the first part of this
w xtheorem already appears as Remark 6 of 1 .
Suppose b is a root with shape g , and a g F . Then T g s g : V .j b b g
Also
X a g : g : V . [b bqia g
iG0
 .  .because shape b q ia s shape b s g for i G 0. Since a set of genera-
w xtors of L maps V into V , we conclude that V is a K L -module.g g g
Let d be the unique maximal root of shape g . To prove that V is ang
w xirreducible K L -module, it will suffice to show that g is the uniqued
  . q:one-dimensional subspace stabilized by B s T , X a N a g F andJ J
w xthat K L g s V . The second assertion follows from Lemma 1 andd g
 :Corollary 1. Suppose the one-dimensional subspace ¨ of V is stabilizedg
by B . Write ¨ s  ¨ where ¨ g g and the summation ranges over allJ b b b
 .roots of shape g . If t g T , then t¨ s  t¨ s  b t ¨ . Suppose m and nb b
are two distinct roots of shape g with ¨ / 0 and ¨ / 0. Then, because Km n
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 .  .is infinite, there exists t g T with m t / n t . Then t ¨ is not a0 0 0 0
 :multiple of ¨ . It follows that ¨ s g for some root b of shape g . Ifb
b / d , it follows from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 that g is not stabilizedb
w xby B . Thus V is an irreducible K L -module and we have proved the firstJ g
statement.
Since, as vector spaces over K,
Lie L s Lie T [ g and g s V .  . [ [ [a b g
agF bgFyF  .ggSh JJ J
we have
Lie G s Lie T [ g [ g s Lie L [ V . .  .  .[ [ [a b g
agF bgFyF  .ggSh JJ J
w xSince each vector space in the last summation is a K L -module, we have
proved the second statement.
ÄNow we deal with the case L / L.
w xPROPOSITION 3. As a ¨ector space o¨er K, indeed as a K L -module,
ÄLie L s Lie L [ V [ V . . . g yg0 0
w xProof. By 3, Prop. 13.20 ,
ÄLie L s Lie T [ g . . . [ a
agF ÄJ
Applying Lemma 2, we get
g s g [ g [ g[ [ [ [a a a a
agF  .  .agF shape a sg shape a sygÄ JJ 0 0
and this gives the result.
Äw x  .For g g Sh J , define
V s g s V .[ [wg x a d
 . w x w xshape a g g dg g
ÄTHEOREM 2. Assume that G is not special and that L / L.
Ä Ä . w x  . w x w xa For each g g Sh J , V is an irreducible K L -module. If gwg x
has only one element, then the highest weight of V is the unique maximalwg x
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w x w xroot with shape in g . If g has two elements, then the highest weight of Vwg x
w xis the unique maximal negati¨ e root with shape in g .
Ä . w xb As a K L -module,
ÄLie G s Lie L [ V . .  . [ wg x
Äw x  .g gSh J
Ä   .  .:  .Proof. First, we observe that L s L, X ya , X a . Let g g Sh J0 0
 4 w x w x  4y "g . There are two possibilities for g . If g s g , then there is no0
root a of shape g such that either a q a or a y a is a root. Then0 0
Äw x  .  .V s V is an irreducible K L -module because X ya and X awg x g 0 0
w xboth act as identity on V , and because V is an irreducible K L -module.g g
w x w x Assume now that g has two elements. We may suppose that g s g ,
4g y g . Then there is a root of shape g whose sum with ya is a root of0 0
Äw xshape g y g , and V s V [ V . First, we argue that V is a K L -0 wg x g gyg wg x0
 .module. Now X a acts as identity on V and sends V into V [ V ,0 g gyg g gyg0 0
 .while X ya acts as identity on V and sends V into V [ V .0 gyg g g gyg0 0w xBecause V and V are K L -modules, it follows that V [ V isg gyg g gyg0 0Äw xK L -module.
Äw xSuppose W is a nontrivial K L -submodule of V [ V . Then W is ag gyg 0w xK T -module, and hence a sum of g 's, where each a has either shape ga
 .or shape g y g . Suppose W contains a g with shape a s g . Then0 a
w xW = V since W is a K L -module. Then, because there is a root of shapeg
g , whose sum with ya is a root of shape g y g , W contains g for0 0 b
some root b of shape g y g by Corollary 1. Hence W contains V ,0 gyg 0
 .making W s V . The case where W contains a g with shape a s g ywg x a
g is handled in a similar fashion.0
w x  4Continuing our assumption that g s g , g y g , we see that the only0
candidates for highest weight are the unique maximal roots of shape g and
g y g . Lemma 2 gives the nod to the unique maximal root of shape0
g y g .0
Finally,
Lie G s Lie T [ g .  . [ a
agF
s Lie T [ g [ g . [ [a a
agF agFyFÄ ÄJ J
Äs Lie L [ g . [ a
agFyF ÄJ
Äs Lie L [ g . [ [ a /
 . w xÄ shape a g gw x  .g gSh J
Äs Lie L [ V . . [ wg x
Äw x  .g gSh J
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4. CLOSING REMARKS
Ä . w xa When G is special, V is still a K L -module, though it couldwg x
w x w xbe reducible. See 1 for a discussion of the structure of V as a K L -g
module in the special case.
Ä . w  .xb In view of 1, Theorem 2 f it is natural to ask if L has an open
w x w xdense orbit in V . The answer is yes when g is a singleton set by 1 .wg x
w xHowever, when g contains two elements, this is not necessarily the case
Ä Ä  4as the following example shows. Take F of type B , and let J s P y a ,7 4
where a is the simple root in the middle of the Dynkin diagram. Then4
Ä .dim G s 105. Now L is a central product of a group of type D with a4
Ä .group of type B , and so dim L s 28 q 21 s 49. By Theorem 2,3
ÄLie G s Lie L [ V .  . w a x4
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .as an L-module, giving dim V s 56. Because dim V ) dim L , Lw a x w a x4 4
cannot have an open dense orbit in V .w a x4
 .c A number of special cases of these results has already appeared
w xin print. See, for example, result 1.8 in Seitz's book 6 .
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